
 



Hello. In this What If Games, we’re looking at Snowrunner, an open-world truck simulator, and 
answering what could happen if we infested the game with monsters. We’re not taking the monsters 
from other games; these will be original creations inspired from other titles and designed to fit in the 
world of Snowrunner. This project will take a look at a lot of different areas from the effects of 
changing genres to how monsters are portrayed in games. 

 

The Brief: 

Our goal is to create and add monsters to Snowrunner. We must try to 
utilise the mechanics Snowrunner already has in place and engineer them 
for monsters. We must hypothesise how the monsters will function and the 
effect they will have on the game.  

 

How Snowrunner works: 

Snowrunner is a truck driving simulator about delivering cargo. The 
player must drive through flooded plains, snowy passes, dense 
forests, icy roads, hazardous mountains and impossibly thick mud. 
There’s a big list of vehicles at the player’s disposal ranging from 
your typical highway trucks, like the Ford CLT 9000, to the 
ridiculously oversized Pacific P16 and even some stranger additions 
like the TUZ 420. The player will have to mind a few things while 
driving through the wilderness, they’ll have to keep an eye on their 
fuel gauge and be careful not to damage parts of their truck, taking 
too much damage can cause mechanical malfunctions like 
suspension breakages and disabling their gearbox. Another area to 
watch is the water level when the player is wading through rivers, 
the water may flood their engine and cause a lot of damage. 
Should their engine break, they’re a sitting duck. 

Focus Home Interactive’s Snowrunner Gameplay Overview Trailer: 
https://youtu.be/P1_ty7esAnI 

The Objectives: 

The objectives are quite simple, collect the necessary cargo and 
deliver it to its destination. How the player completes their 
objective is up to them. An example of an objective is the 
Wooden Bridge objective where the player must collect 
wooden planks from any of the correct pick-up spots dotted 
around the maps and then deliver the cargo to its destination 
marked on the map. For standard objectives, there’s no time limit and the player can choose what 
order to deliver different types of cargo in. Some objectives have certain parameters for an added 
challenge like the time trials, these objectives will reward the player for completing them faster with 
as few resets as possible.  

 

 

https://youtu.be/P1_ty7esAnI


I’ve broken down the objectives into several categories: 

- Resource Delivery- This is the standard objective where 
the player must collect the necessary cargo from a pick-
up spot and deliver it to the correct destination. The 
cargo can be wooden planks, food supplies, bricks, fuel, 
service spare parts, consumables, etc. 

- Big Delivery- Some objectives require delivering a 
heavier load. These objectives can include cargo like an entire oil rig drill, large shipping 
containers and sections of pipelines. They will require a long trailer to carry around.  

- Trailer Delivery- There are trailers spread across the maps varying in sizes from small scout 
trailers, for cars to tow, to larger than life semi-heavy trailers like the construction rig semi-
trailer that only the most powerful trucks can move. 

 

 

 

 

 

- Rescue Missions- There are vehicles stuck in the mud in remote locations that the player can 
rescue. They have to tow the stuck vehicle free and delivery it to a nearby destination. The 
type of vehicle stuck can vary from small cars to large trucks.  

- Repair Runs- Sometimes some vehicles are too broken to function and the player is asked to 
fix them. There is additional equipment the player can use to repair vehicles, once the 
vehicle is back to 100%, they must escort the vehicle to 
its destination or becomes the player’s vehicle. 

- Exploration- Some objectives simply require the player 
to travel to specific destinations, usually hard to reach 
places like up a mountain. Once the player reaches all 
the listed destinations, they complete the objective. 

The player is rewarded with money and experience for completing objectives. The player can 
buy trucks, upgrades and trailers with their money and will unlock specific trucks with their 
experience. Once the player accepts a contract, the objectives are stated in the top right of the 
screen.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Trucks:  

There is a grand total of forty vehicles in the base game with plenty of variety. The vehicles are 
separated into five categories.  

- Scout- These are smaller vehicles and are much lighter and faster than other trucks. They 
typically cannot hold cargo and must tow a trailer to escort cargo. Due to their size, they 
have much less power and cannot tow a lot of cargo at once. However, there is an 
advantage to their small size, it is much easier to explore narrow winding paths in smaller 
vehicles. They’re also the cheapest vehicles to buy from the truck store. Examples of Scout 
vehicles include the: Chevrolet CK1500, Hummer H2, TUZ 420 and the International Loadster 
1700. 

- Highway- These trucks are some of the more powerful trucks, they’re the fastest and 
consume less fuel. The disadvantage to Highway trucks is they’re not very good at off-road 
terrain. They’re more equipped for roads. There are only three Highway trucks the Ford 
CLT9000, GMC MH9500 and the International Transtar 4070A.  

 

 

 

- Heavy- Heavy trucks are big. They’re designed to move incredibly heavy loads but have 
limited customisable frames like flatbeds. They’re better suited for towing large trailers. 
These are the most common trucks in the game. Examples of Heavy trucks include the 
Pacific P12, Azov 73210, Derry Longhorn 3194 and the Kolob 74760. 

- Heavy Duty- These trucks aren’t as big as the Heavy trucks but they’re still very powerful, 
they work best at towing other vehicles as they can be fitted with more equipment. Heavy 
Duty trucks include the White Western Star 4964, Caterpillar CT680 and the Chevrolet 
Kodiak C70. 

 

 

 

 

 



- Off-Road- These trucks are designed for going off-road, trekking through mud and snow. 
These vehicles are much better suited against the terrain, they often feature better wheel 
upgrades and a wide range of frameworks. Examples of Off-road trucks include the Tayga 
6436, ANK MK38, Varon AE-4380 and the International Pay Star 5070. 

 

Trucker’s Menu:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every vehicle is fitted with some standard equipment like headlights and a winch system. The winch 
can be used to tether the player’s vehicle to nearby trees, lamppost and other vehicles, the winch is 
very helpful for getting vehicles out of tricky spots. A big part of Snowrunner’s driving gameplay is 
the gear system. To add a layer of complexity to the game’s driving, the player must manage their 
gears. The gears are separated into five gears:  

- Neutral- The vehicle will not move. 

- Automatic- The player can accelerate and reverse. This 
gear is best suited for easy terrain as it increases 
wheelspin and consumes more fuel. 

- Low- Low gear is good for travelling across rough 
terrain like mud, it applies less wheel spin and 
consumes less fuel put will cause the vehicle to move 
slower. The player can also only engage diff-lock when 
in a low gear. 

- High- This is best suited for roads and applies more 
power and wheel spin and allows the player to 
maintain speed. However, using High gear when 
travelling through rough terrain can often lead to the 
player getting stuck and will consume more fuel. 

- Reverse- The only allows the player to reverse and break but will keep diff-lock engaged. 



I mentioned diff-lock. As well as managing the gearbox, the player will also have to manage their 
drive state, like rear-wheel drive (RWD) and all-wheel drive (AWD) This simply means how many of 
the vehicle’s wheels have turning power. Much like in a real car, RWD means on the rear wheels 
have turning power and only they will spin when the player applies power. AWD means all the 
vehicle’s wheels have turning power, this gives the player a lot more traction across terrain but 
consumes a lot more fuel.  

When diff-lock (Differential Locking) is engaged, all wheels with turning power will spin at the same 
speed. Diff-lock can usually only be engaged when the vehicle is in Low gear. It applies a lot more 
power and traction to the vehicle and is very useful for getting out of mud and snow. Most vehicles 
will not automatically have diff-lock as an option and can purchase it as an upgrade. When a vehicle 
doesn’t have diff-lock engaged the wheels with turning power will spin freely, if a wheel is stuck on a 
rock, it won’t spin and much. The wheels will apply the correct amount of power needed to 
accelerate but by spinning at different speeds depending on the terrain under each wheel, it often 
reduces the speed of the vehicles. The downside of using diff-lock is fuel consumption, applying the 
same amount of turning power to every wheel will require more fuel to power. 

Lastly, there’s the handbrake, when the player engages the handbrake the vehicle will stop and 
won’t move even when the player tries to accelerate or reverse. 

To some up, the player can choose what gear to work in, preferably what fits best with their 
situation. They have access to headlights and a winch system to help in tricky spots. The player can 
also pick their drive state, AWD, RWD and if they can engage diff-lock. Specific choices like High gear 
and diff-lock will consume more fuel than others. This creates a balancing system and makes driving 
more interesting as the player now has to apply some level strategy to how they will overcome the 
terrain. 

So that’s all shown on the right side of the screen 
but on the left, we have more statistic for the 
player to manage. First, their fuel gauge, the player 
can see exactly how much fuel their vehicle has 
and how much they’re consuming.  

Rather than a single damage meter, the meter is 
separated into five parts, these parts can be 
individually damaged, once their ‘health’ is fully 
depleted, that part of the vehicle will be practically 
useless. The player might be able to drive without 
some components like a broken wheel and 
suspension but others like the engine will render the vehicle immobile. 

- Wheels- When the wheel health is depleted, a tire will blow and reduce the control of the 
vehicle. 

- Fuel Tank- This won’t immediately damage the vehicle but if the fuel tank breaks the vehicle 
will rapidly lose fuel until the engine stalls.  

- Engine- If the engine breaks the vehicle will not run, the player will have to fix it or return to 
the garage. 

- Gearbox- Having no gears is a big problem and the player will likely not be able to drive the 
vehicle. 

- Suspension- No suspension will cause a lot of control issues as the weight balance is no 
longer symmetrical. 



We also have the functions menu. The functions menu can only be accessed when the vehicle has 
stopped moving.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The player can access certain options in the Functions menu. For 
example, when close to a trailer, the player can select ‘Attach 
Trailer’ and the trailer will attach to the back of the vehicle, 
provided the trailer can actually attach to the vehicle. Change 
Truck means the player can take control of a nearby truck, this is 
helpful for when the player is managing multiple vehicles at 
once. Recover is typically a last resort. When a vehicle is stuck, 
the player can choose to recover the vehicle, this will respawn 
the player at the nearest garage. If they are towing a trailer, the 
trailer will not respawn with them. Lastly, they can unpack cargo 
and pack cargo. The player can have access to cranes to lift 
cargo, they must first unpack the cargo from the truck before 
being able to move the cargo. 

When we throw all these mechanics together, we have a 
versatile driving system that allows the player to perform many 
actions from the comfort of their vehicle.  

Cargo: 

There are a lot of different types of cargo, I listed a few earlier but we haven’t talked about size and 
weight. Firstly, the variety of cargo helps give more variety to the gameplay, ultimately, the player is 
still carrying items from A to B but different cargo can only be collected from specific places. For 
example, wooden planks can usually only be collected from a Lumber Mill. These are specific places 
on the map that the player can drive to. Another is oil barrels; these can only be collected from Gas 
Stations. By allocating cargo collection points to different areas of the map it helps add more 
complexity to the objectives and encourages the player to explore the world.  

I mentioned weight. Snowrunner uses some basic physics for its cargo by giving cargo weight, 
different types of cargo weigh more than others and this will affect how the vehicle drives. More 
weight will slow down the vehicle, require more power to move and therefore consume more fuel. It 
also weighs down the vehicle’s suspension, bringing them lower to the ground which may cause the 
undercarriage of the vehicle to get damaged when going over rough terrain. It may also cause an 
uneven weight distribution, if the player packs different types of cargo on their truck that have 



different weights, this will affect the suspension differently and become uneven and make the 
vehicle harder to control. 

In terms of telling the player how much a piece of cargo weighs. It is shown through the reaction of 
the vehicle and how it feels to drive. It also requires some basic logic from the player, for example, 
knowing that steel beams are likely heavier than wooden planks or concrete slabs are probably 
heavier than consumables. There’s also the size of a piece of cargo. Snowrunner has a system in 
place to keep track of how much cargo a vehicle can carry. For example, a truck with a flatbed has 
two available slots for cargo, meaning it can fit two pieces of cargo that take up one slot each. 
Wooden planks, oil barrels, spare parts, consumables are examples of cargo pieces that take up one 
slot each. However, some pieces of cargo require more slots, concrete slabs and steal require two 
slots and an oil drill kit requires three slots. By changing the sizes of different cargo pieces, the player 
must use different vehicles, customisations and frameworks to deliver specific cargo.  

The Worlds: 

Snowrunner has three worlds in the base game. Michigan, USA, Alaska, USA, and Taymyr, Russia. 
Each world has four connecting maps for the player to explore. These maps cater to different areas 
of environmental gameplay from the flooded woodlands, snow-covered passes and muddied dense 
forests. In every map there are collection points, I talked about picking up specific cargo at collection 
points. These collection points are dotted around the map. There are typically …. collection points 
like Lumber Mills, Gas Stations, Factories and Ports. Some are limited to the environment like ports, 
these must be on the coast. However, since some cargo can only be collected from specific collection 
points, the player may have to travel between maps to pick up the required cargo. This encourages 
the player to keep exploring and complete objectives that reward the player by unlocking the 
tunnels that connect maps together. If the player wants to travel to a different map while in a 
vehicle, they must travel to a tunnel marked on the map, this tunnel will then spawn the player on 
the other side in the connecting map.  

Garages are very important, they are the player’s base of operations where they can buy, sell, 
customise and recover their vehicles. Not all maps include a garage, in fact, only two of the four 
maps for each world have garages meaning the player has to watch their fuel and be careful not to 
damage their vehicle too much as it’s usually a long way back to the garage to recover a vehicle 
which could cost the player a lot of time.  

Upgrading: 

The player can upgrade and customise their vehicles to adapt them for terrain, catering to certain 
tasks and personalising their vehicles. The amount of customisation and upgrades depends on the 
vehicle the player is customising. For example, the Tayga 6436 can be extensively upgraded while 
the Derry Longhorn 3194 is far more limited as the player cannot change its drive state or add any 
frameworks. Here’s a list of upgrade types: 

- Tires- A selection of tires that cater to different terrain. Types of tires include Highway, Off-
road, All-terrain, Mud and Chained. The tires will vary in price depending on their 
effectiveness. There’s also the size of the tires, the player can buy larger versions of tires but 
must have the right suspension, some tires are too large to fit on a vehicle unless it has a 
high enough suspension to give the tires room. 

- Suspension- Vehicles will always have a standard suspension but the player can choose to 
upgrade it to a high suspension. The high suspension can give vehicles better ground 
clearance for driving over rough terrain. 



- Engine- The player can buy different types of engines for their chosen vehicle. These engines 
could increase their fuel consumption, the power to weight ratio and speed. Some engines 
are also more delicate than others so they will take more damage from collisions. 

- Winch- Vehicles come with a standard winch that’s powered by the vehicle's engine 
therefore if the engine is off or stalls the player cannot use the winch. There is a selection of 
winches that have different ranges and pulling power. There is also a winch that can still be 
operated when the engine is off.  

- Gearbox- The gearbox system can be upgraded to allow the player better stability over 
certain terrain.  

- Snorkel- The player can upgrade the vehicle’s ventilation system to protect the vehicle from 
water. When a vehicle’s engine dip below the water level, the engine will flood unless the 
vehicle is fitted with a snorkel. There are different snorkels that vary in price and give the 
vehicle more clearance from the water level. 

- Frame Addons- The player can add frames to the back of the vehicle. The frames allow the 
player to provide different services. These frames have their own weight and balance so 
they can affect the vehicle in different ways and some frames work better with specific 
vehicles, this is never explained to the player it is up to them to find out for themselves. 
Here’s a list of frames the player can buy: 

o Flatbed- A simple wooden platform that has space for two cargo pieces. 

o Sideboard Bed- Functions in the same way as the flatbed except the sideboards help 
cargo from falling off when driving over rough terrain. 

o Fuel Tank- The fuel tank is one of the heaviest frames and is used to refuel the 
vehicle itself and other vehicles.  

o Saddle High/Low- This is the connector for attaching trailers. 

o Heavy Crane- A large operational crane with stabilisers. 

o Loading Crane- Unlike other frames, the loading crane a small frame so the player 
can add other frames like the flatbed. 

o Van Body- This is a large box-shaped frame that is used to repair other vehicles.  

o Seismic Vibrator Module- This frame is used to detect seismic vibrations for oil 
drilling. This is more for specific objectives and only certain vehicles can use this 
frame. 

  

Scary Monsters in Video Games: 

I was looking at scary monsters in games and realised a part of what makes something scary in a 
game is down to context and power. A good example is Alien Isolation. A horror game where the 
player must survive on a space station while a xenomorph hunts down the player. At the start of the 
game, the alien is a terrifying threat, and the player must learn how the alien behaves and avoid 
them at all costs. However, as the game goes on, the player gets used to the alien and gets a hold of 
a flamethrower to finally fight back against the alien. The alien no longer seems as scary later into 
the game as the player gains knowledge and power. Monsters come in many forms; survival sandbox 
game The Long Dark takes a different approach to make things scary. The Long Dark is a game about 



surviving in the cold wilderness against the harsh wildlife. A good example of something that scares 
the player are the bears and wolves. Within the context of their games, these enemies are terrifying. 

So, there’s the context of the game and how much power the player is given but apart from that, I 
thought I would have a look at what makes a monster scary.  

Resident Evil’s Mr X- In 2019 the Resident Evil 2 Remake 
introduced the new and improved Mr X. A towering humanoid 
figure who stalks the player around the R.C.P.D. Police Station. I 
think what makes Mr X intimidating is his size and very muted 
behaviour. To start, he’s twice the size of the player and is 
capable of dealing large amounts of damage so the player learns 
early on to stay away from Mr X. The second part is his behaviour, 
when the player shoots Mr X he barely registers any impact, when 
he smashes through a wall, he practically walks through it like it 
was made of paper when he spots the player his only action is to 
walk straight towards the player. His robotic movements and lack 
of output from interactions with the player and the world make 
him feel powerful and fit into the uncanny valley of how Mr X 
looks human, dressed like a person would but is too tall and acts robotic, the player doesn’t quite 
know what he is and that can be unnerving.  

Here's a video from the Resident Evil Youtube channel showcasing Mr X: 
https://youtu.be/rMo8LNXN_ss 

The Evil Within’s Laura- Bethesda’s The Evil Within, released in 
2014, is a gruesome horror game where the player must survive in 
a mind-bending nightmare and fight against zombies, a chainsaw 
psycho, a weird butcher with a safe on his head, a giant mutated 
two-headed wolf and Laura. Laura is a recurring boss enemy 
throughout the game and is a spider-like woman with long black 
hair. She doesn’t speak, only screams and can kill the player 
almost immediately if they’re caught. We can pick out some key 
details that make Laura scary. First, her design is inspired by the 
film The Ring. The long black hair hiding her face creates an 
unease and The Evil Within has borrowed this technique. There’s 
also her movement, she crawls slowly towards the player but 
occasionally sprints, surprising the player. Her screams are also 
uncomfortable, they sound like someone in pain which can give 
the player mixed signals, they want to kill the monster but by 
making her screams sound just like a normal woman screaming it doesn’t sit well with the player and 
can enter that uncanny valley feeling.  

Video by THE ONE WHO KNOCKS ! showing Laura’s first appearance: https://youtu.be/2rlT07GJhkk 

Subnautica’s Leviathans- Subnautica, created by Unknown Worlds 
Entertainment and released in 2014, is a survival game about 
adventuring down into the depths of an alien ocean filled with 
strange sea creature, including the Leviathan species. The 
Leviathans are a species of giant alien fish such as the Reaper 
Leviathan, the Ghost Leviathan and the Sea Dragon Leviathan. 
These creatures are usually carnivorous and much bigger than the 
player. These creatures are a good example of how a sandbox game can include large monsters and 
be scary while the game itself may not necessarily be a horror game. This is something we can learn 

https://youtu.be/rMo8LNXN_ss
https://youtu.be/2rlT07GJhkk


from for Snowrunner, we may not be turning Snowrunner into a 
horror game but that doesn’t mean the monsters can’t be scary. 
Subnautica also shows how we can fit large monsters into a 
sandbox game. Subnautica will use the Leviathans to scare away 
the player until they’re more prepared, we can easily do the 
same with Snowrunner by strategically placing these monsters in 
the world.  

Their size is important. The Leviathans are big compared to the player making them scarier but the 
player can build vehicles like a large submarine. But even when the player thinks they’re safe inside 
their submarine, the Leviathans can still attack and damage the submarine, their sheer size still 
makes them a threat towards the player.  

Video by Arsytheus showing the Reaper Leviathan: https://youtu.be/D6_rdYuayXw 

Death Stranding’s BTs- These creatures are invisible enemies that hover above the ground in search 
of the player. They patrol their territories silently and the player won’t see them coming until it’s too 
late. However, the player has one tool to help avoid the BTs, a scanner which can detect where BTs 
are, the scanner will aim at a BT and alert the player. The player must then avoid an enemy they 
can’t see and rely on their scanner. The player mustn’t make a sound or it will immediately alert 
nearby BTs and they will hunt down the player. The player must hold their breath to avoid making 
noise, therefore the player only has a limited window to get out of trouble. What’s interesting about 
the BTs, that could definitely help with Snowrunner, is how the player must rely on a scanner to see 
them, by taking away the player’s ability to see an enemy it immediately puts them under pressure. 
Then by forcing the player to hold their breath puts them under more pressure to escape the BTs, 
the player can’t just sit and wait for them to go away, it is up to the player has to move out of 
danger. We can take some useful information from Death Stranding, we can see how taking sight 
away from the player and forcing them to rely on a tool can be stressful and scary as well as how we 
can make sound the player’s weakness, forcing them to move quietly. However, it might be hard to 
avoid making noise in a truck but it could work for one specific type of enemy rather than every 
enemy. 

Video by Game Memories showing the first gameplay encounter with the BTs: 
https://youtu.be/iS5zdNVbRY4 

Making Snowrunner Scary: 

I think Snowrunner is already set up to be a horror game, the player is all alone in the wilderness, no 
NPCs or other vehicles are driving around and it’s strangely quiet, the trucks don’t even have radios 
to play music, although that’s likely out of the designer’s control as it typically costs a lot of money 
for music licenses. Currently, Snowrunner has two major sounds: the diegetic sound effects of the 
truck itself like the engine and the non-diegetic background music. I think the first step of making 
Snowrunner scary is taking away the non-diegetic music, creating an eerily quiet environment where 
the only sound the player can hear is their engine and the monsters. A good example of how games 
use a lack of sound to create tension is the Resident Evil 2 Remake, the player is left to wander a 
police station and the only sound effects are the character themselves, the enemies in the police 
station and Mr X. It teaches the player that if they can hear a sound and it’s not the character, it’s 
likely an enemy. If we apply the same concept to Snowrunner, the player will learn that any sounds 
that aren’t coming from the player’s vehicle are probably the monsters. 

A big reason why Snowrunner isn’t a scary game is that there are no enemies. It is guaranteed that 
there are no monsters or even wildlife in the world so the player knows there’s nothing to be scared 
of. However, if we added just one monster to the game, it would drastically alter the player’s 
approach to the game, knowing that there is at least one monster out in the woods is enough to 

https://youtu.be/D6_rdYuayXw
https://youtu.be/iS5zdNVbRY4


make the player start questioning the things they hear, what they see and left wondering what to do 
if they find the monster. A good example is Slender: The Arrival, a horror game about venturing 
through the woods finding pages, a really simple concept but by having just Slenderman stalk the 
player it’s enough to raise tensions significantly. Slender: The Arrival also shows that sometimes less 
is more, Slender: The Arrival is a very effective horror game and only has one major enemy, this will 
reduce the frequency of the player encountering an enemy but increases the build-up of tension as 
the player waits for when they inevitably meet Slenderman. So, when we’re adding monsters to the 
world, we may not need to flood the world with monsters and rely more on the build-up to create 
tension and make each encounter with a monster more memorable.  

I intend to design some defensive mechanics for the player to use to combat the monsters but the 
player mustn’t be too powerful, a problem with some horror games is the player gains builds up an 
arsenal of weapons and learns how to fight against the enemies. This isn’t necessarily a bad quality 
but it shifts the tone of the game away from horror and giving the player weapons in Snowrunner 
may make the enemies appear more like pests rather than terrifying monsters. We want the player 
to try and avoid the enemies rather than hunt them down. 

 

Designing the Monsters: 

I decided that the monsters will be heavily linked to the environments so they look like they belong 
in the world rather than alien-like beings that have invaded the world of Snowrunner. We have to 
consider factors like the size of each monster if they’re to go up against large trucks, how we can use 
sound and or light to alert the monsters and how they will attack the player.  

Using the World:  

If we want the monsters to fit in the world, we have to make them look like they belong. I did some 
research on animals to have a look at what sort of animals currently live in North America and 
Russia, one of the most obvious links is fur. A lot of the animals are furry mammals like bears, 
wolves, moose and some big cats. By making the monsters look like real-world animals we can tap 
into that feeling of familiarity and then turn this into an uncomfortable itch as we twist the forms of 
these once recognisable creatures.  

We could even go further to link the monsters to the world by incorporating the environment into 
their designs. We can use the colour palette of the snowy mountains to hide monsters or disguise 
monsters as trees and foliage similar to how tigers will blend into the undergrowth. Despite the 
monsters being gigantic, we can still use ways of hiding them and surprising the player. If we really 
want the monsters to get in the way of the player then we have to link them to Snowrunner’s main 
features, mud and snow. It’s one thing to link the monsters to the world but if we can link them to 
Snowrunner’s mechanics then the monsters should fit into the game seamlessly.  

We could use Snowrunner’s day/night cycle, we could increase the number of nocturnal enemies at 
night making it more dangerous at night and we could even introduce monsters that can interact 
with man-made elements like street lights or the truck’s electrics, almost like a gremlin in the 
system. 

In terms of sound, the monsters should be able to create sounds as they interact with the 
environment when they wade through water the player should be able to hear splashing or when 
they’re walking through the woods the player should hear branches snapping and trees shaking. Not 
only would this make the monsters seem more real but even telegraphs to the player where a 
monster could be, if they can’t see but suddenly hear the sound of rustling trees, they’ll know 
something is nearby and can prepare themselves. It would become unfair if the player had no way of 



knowing where a monster was until it was too late, by giving them a chance it allows the player to 
ask themselves what can they do or what could they have done to prevent the monster attacking?  

Trucking Mechanics:  

Since the monsters will be attacking the player’s trucks, we need a way of showing their damage to 
make these monsters become a real threat. While we researched scary monsters in games, a 
common theme was the mechanical threat of the enemies. Not only did they look and act scary but 
in comparison to the player and other enemies, they were very powerful and could deal a lot of 
damage to the player with ease. If we want these monsters to truly be threatening then they have to 
deal damage to the player. Fortunately, the only thing that can currently damage the player is 
themselves. When they drive over rough terrain or through deep water, they will likely damage their 
vehicle, therefore, there’s not a lot in the world that will deal damage to the player without the 
player’s input so adding monsters will seem like a big step up as suddenly they’re faced against 
something out of their control, this difference might be enough to make the monsters more 
threatening. They may not deal a lot of damage but by outputting the damage from something out 
of the player’s control will throw the player into a situation they don’t often find themselves in and 
they now need to quickly react and recover. 

But exactly how do the monsters deal damage? Luckily, Snowrunner may have done some of the 
work for us. Earlier we walked through Snowrunner’s health system and how a vehicle is separated 
into five different damage meters, we can use this to cater different monsters to individual damage 
meters so we can create a monster that is better at damaging the vehicle’s wheels and a different 
monster that prefers to attack the engine. This way we can design the monsters to fit with the world 
and specific parts of the vehicles, this will lead to different behaviours, ways of attacking and 
different areas for the player to think about. 

We can also use the sounds created by the player, most noticeably the sound of the vehicle’s engine. 
We can even use light to attract monsters, forcing the player to switch off their engine and turn off 
their lights to effectively hide in the dark while a monster passes by. We do have to be careful not to 
use these mechanics too much as it could get annoying forcing the player to continuously stop and 
start their vehicle every time, they think they see a monster in the trees.  

A big part of Snowrunner is making sure you don’t lose your cargo. When venturing over rough 
terrain, if the player isn’t careful, they risk tipping over their truck, losing cargo and causing a major 
setback. This is the worst-case scenario for the player and it a possible way of ramping up the 
tension. We could create a monster designed to try and tip over vehicles. However, this sort of 
monster should be a rare occurrence as the price of failure is costly or at least easier to avoid, 
perhaps its large size makes it easy to spot and the player could avoid the monster by simply turning 
off their lights. This could help balance out the monster, it’s easy to avoid but players who don’t pay 
attention will pay the price. 

The last feature that is untouched is the actual player. While the player is basically the vehicle, there 
is still someone inside driving. However, they’re not a crucial part of the game. The game is about 
letting the player drive trucks, it doesn’t matter who is behind the wheel, the less the player knows 
about the driver the more it allows the player to immerse themselves and feel like they’re the one 
driving the truck. But we could turn the driver into another damage meter. It makes sense that the 
monsters would attack the vehicle as they would just see the vehicle as another animal but they 
could still try to sniff out the driver and attack them. Therefore, the player has to try and keep the 
driver safe. 

 

 



Monster Rules: 

I’ve narrowed down the factors that we’ll create our monsters around: 

- They must fit with their given environment. 

- They must interact with the environment like mud and snow. 

- The monster should be designed to attack one specific area over others. 

- Each monster needs a telegraph, something to hint to the player and help them avoid the 
monster. 

- They must have a weakness, either a way of damaging the monster or scaring off the 
monster. 

- They must look and act scary. 

For each monster, they will have strengths, weaknesses, triggers and attacks.  Their triggers are what 
lures them to vehicles, like sound and light, their attacks are how they damage vehicles and what 
area they attack. Their strengths and weaknesses are related to how the player’s vehicles can 
retaliate. 

 

The Cast: 

 

Tree Monster- A towering beast that has evolved a green furry neck to disguise itself as a tree. The 
creature uses its large serrated beak to pierce through objects, including the rooves and bonnets of 
vehicles. 

Location: Michigan, U.S.A. 

Trigger: Monster will attack any 
vehicle that gets too close. 

Attacks: Uses beak to attack the 
vehicle’s engine. 

Strengths: Uses its tree neck to 
disguise hide among foliage.  

Weakness: The monster’s fragile 
body means it can be damaged if 
the player drives into it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Mud Monster- A hulking reptile that has developed rock-like armour on its back and small spikes all 
over its belly and sides. The monster will hide in thick mud and wait for prey to walk over, it will then 
begin to roll and shake which will puncture tires and damage the vehicle’s suspension.  

Location: Taymyr, Russia 

Trigger: Attracted to 
vibrations and sound.  

Attacks: The monster 
will roll and damage 
the tires and 
suspension. 

Strengths: It is hard 
to spot when hidden 
in mud. 

Weakness: Easily 
triggered by noise. 
Very slow and will 
not chase vehicles. 

 

 

 

 

 

Horde Monster- This is a small beast that hunts in large packs of up to 100, they’re fast and nimble 
and will hunt down and devour cargo. A single horde monster is very ineffective as they can be easily 
scared off or killed but a large pack has enough mass to knock over vehicles as they slam into the 
side of a vehicle. The corpses will also begin to mount up and act like mud as the player drives over 
them. 

Location: Alaska, U.S.A. 

Trigger:  

Attacks: Will use sharp claws to damage 
exterior of vehicle. 

Strengths: Hunts in very large packs to overwhelm 
the player. 

Weakness: Small size means it can be easily 
damaged by firearms. 

 

 

 



Tusk Monster- The Tusk Monster is a large furry beast with bat-like ears and big tusks. The monster 
is practically blind and relies on its hearing to hunt prey. Similar to an elephant, the tusk monster 
uses its tusks to uproot trees and can 
use this technique to hook under 
vehicles and topple over vehicles. 

Location: Alaska, U.S.A 

Trigger: Attracted to sound. 

Attacks: Monster will use tusks to tip 
over vehicles. 

Strengths: Its thick skin protect it from 
firearms, making it harder to kill. 

Weakness: Cannot see vehicles easily. 
Player can avoid monster by switching 
off engine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fuel Monster- This is a large deer-like creature with big antlers that have connected to horns. The 
monster also has a long tongue that can pierce through hard materials. 

Location: Taymyr, Russia 

Trigger: Attracted to the smell of 
fuel and will attack any vehicle 
that gets too close. 

Attacks: The monster will seek 
out and damage fuel tanks and 
drink the fuel. 

Strengths: Hunts in small packs 
of up to four. Very fast and hard 
to shoot. 

Weakness: The monster is 
deterred by bright lights. 

 

 

 

 



Hitchhiker Monster- A hairy humanoid creature that wants a lift. It stands at the side of the road 
and if the player ignores the hitchhiker, the 
monster will attack. However, if the player 
stops to give the hitchhiker a lift it will sit in 
the passenger seat and occasionally disrupt 
the vehicle’s electrical equipment, messing 
with lights and even stalling the engine. 

Location: Michigan, U.S.A 

Trigger: Player drives past the monster and 
continues their journey. The monster is 
also attracted to light. 

Attacks: If the monster is ignored it will 
cause electric explosions to the vehicle 
causing large amounts of damage all over 
the vehicle. When the monster is sitting in 
the passenger seat it will interfere with 
electrical equipment. 

Strengths: Controls electricity. 

Weakness: Easily damaged and deterred 
by firearms. 

 

 

 

 

 

Monster Size Graph: 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Arming the Trucks: 

Defensive Over Offensive: 

Something that happens a lot in horror games is, over time, the player is given more power and ways 
to fight back against monsters, this can result in the game becoming less scary as the player 
progresses. It seems like it’s hard to avoid, games like Dead Space, Resident Evil, The Evil Within, 
Prey, Alien: Isolation and Metro start off terrifying as the player has next to no idea how to beat the 
bad guys but as the game goes on the player learns how the monsters work and how to defeat them. 
The player is given weapons and tools that help defeat the monsters. For example, during Resident 
Evil 2, the player will start with a pistol but can find a shotgun, grenades and even a grenade 
launcher, all items that help deal with the zombie threat. But as this method unfolds, the player is 
less afraid of the monsters and the horror game slowly loses what makes it so scary.  

However, this isn’t always a bad thing. Two factors make a game less scary, the first is what we’ve 
just discussed, giving the player power, but the second is the player themselves, they will gradually 
get used to the monster and understand how the monsters work and they’ll become less scary this 
can be a bit harder for designers to avoid. When the player finds the monsters less scary, the game 
can start to get boring, the very thing that made the game interesting is no longer as effective and 
this is the point where designers can give power to the player and add more value to the gameplay 
and keep things interesting.  

Fighting Back: 

The six monsters have their strengths and triggers that the player must watch out for but they also 
have weaknesses, an area the player can exploit with the right tools for the job. Some of the 
monsters can be deterred with Snowrunner’s current mechanics and I have designed some new 
mechanics to  

Here’s a list of some potential tools the player can use to fight back: 

- The Horn- Snowrunner already has a horn mechanic that currently has little to no use, I 
assume it’s mostly for realism. However, the Mud Monster can easily be triggered by noise, 
if the player thinks they’ve spotted a Mud Monster hiding in the mud, they can honk the 
horn and the noise will trick the monster and cause them to roll in the mud and reveal 
themselves. At this point, the player knows where they are and can drive around them. 

- Lights/Engine- The player can already switch on and off lights and the vehicle’s engine, 
certain monsters are attracted to light and sound. The player can easily switch off these 
tools and avoid triggering the monsters. 

- Flare Gun- Long ago, I explain how the Loading Crane works, it can be attached to the vehicle 
but does not take up the vehicle’s frame addon. The flare gun would work similarly, it could 
be fitted just behind the truck’s cabin. The flare gun works like a mortar, when activated by 
the player, it will fire red flares into the sky, the bright light will scare off the Fuel Monsters. 
It can also act as a marker for other players in the same game. 

- Turret Trailer- This is a large turret fixed onto a trailer, the player can attach the trailer to the 
back. The turret will automatically shoot any monster that attacks the truck or the trailer 
itself. The turret trailer will have its own supply of ammunition that can be restocked at the 
garage. Similar to how the fuel tanker works, the player can transfer ammo from one trailer 
to another or other guns that require ammo. As this is a trailer, it will take up the possible 
position of a standard trailer, therefore the player must choose which to take.  

- Minigun Frame- This frame is for the scout vehicles like the Hummer H2. Most scout vehicles 
will allow the player to add frames to the top of them, these frames usually contain spare 



parts and fuel canisters for repairs. However, the minigun frame takes this position to house 
a large sentry gun that will automatically shoot any monster that attacks the vehicle. Just 
like the turret, it has its own ammo count. 

- Heavy Armour- For added protection, the player can add heavy armour, this will provide 
wheel guards, exterior armour over the windshields and the bonnet. The armour allows 
vehicles to take more damage before breaking components. However, the heavy armour 
adds a lot of weight to the vehicle, this can affect the vehicle’s suspension, speed and 
power-to-weight ratio. 

Special Cargo:  

To help link the monsters to game a little more we could include new objectives that involve the 
monsters. Since the main goal of Snowrunner is to deliver cargo, we could design new cargo  

 

for the player to deliver, perhaps cargo that monsters are easily lured to or even delivering monsters 
themselves. Here are some possible cargo types that could add new objectives involving monsters. 

- Bait Box- We could include objectives that require the player to help lure monsters away 
from settlements. Enter the bait box, a cargo piece that is full of food for the monsters, the 
player must take the bait to a specified destination and then leave the box out in the wild to 
attract the monsters. 

- Fortress Turrets- To help increase the safety of settlements, the player must deliver large 
unassembled turrets and fence pieces.  

- Monster Escort- To ramp up the tension, the player could have to escort a monster across 
the map to a specified destination. The monster would be sedated and locked in a large 
cage. This cage acts as a piece of cargo and the player must pack this cargo onto their truck 
or a trailer. For added stress and challenge, this objective could be on a time limit, the player 
has a limited amount of time to escort the monster before it wakes up and tries to break 
loose. 

- Sensor Beacons- There are current objectives in Snowrunner where the player must travel to 
several points on a map to complete the objective, these points are usually off the path and 
deep into the woods or up a mountain. We could easily use the same type of objective but 
use it to place sensor beacons for settlements to detect nearby monsters. 

 

Balancing Multiplayer: 

Snowrunner has a co-op mode that allows up to four players to share one world and complete 
objectives together. They have access to their own vehicles at the garage but all trailers and cargo 
are set to the game host’s current world state. The monsters may seem scary and powerful but 
when up against four players they could easily seem trivial and more of a pest than a threat. For 
example, if all for players had weapons added to their vehicles, they could easily kill any monster 
that attacked. One way to balance the challenge is to simply increase the amount of health the 
monsters have, this way the monster is likely alive long to deal some damage to the players and still 
feel like a threat. We could increase their damage output to make them deadlier but the monsters 
are still attacking players one at a time, focusing all their damage on a single player’s truck. The 
problem with this is the player’s truck’s health remains the same whether they’re playing in single-
player or co-op so making the monster’s attacks more powerful and deal more damage might be 



overkill and become too difficult for the player making monster encounters more frustrating than 
tense. 

 

Snowrunner’s Identity: 

We’ve changed Snowrunner, a truck driving delivery game, into a horror game about avoiding 
monsters lurking in the woods. Does this break Snowrunner’s identity? Probably, but maybe not as 
much as you would think. We may have completely shifted genres but I think it could still feel like 
Snowrunner, ultimately, the player is still doing what they did in the previous version, taking cargo 
from one place to another. There aren’t many games that have shifted genres but there a few we 
can look at. Red Dead Redemption: Undead Nightmare, a spin-off title to the original Red Dead 
Redemption that shifts the gameplay from being a cowboy trekking across the old west fulfilling jobs 
for characters to a zombie survival game about protecting towns from zombie attacks and stopping 
the apocalypse.  

However, Undead Nightmare still feels like Red Dead Redemption and I think it’s because the main 
mechanics remain unchanged. The player still plays as John Marston, they can use a variety of guns, 
they can buy and sell items, hunt animals, ride horses, steal carriages and use the Dead Eye 
mechanic. The core parts of the gameplay are the same, it’s just the story and the world that’s 
changed. Although, changing the world design does affect how the player plays the game. For 
example, filling the world with zombies means venturing out in the wilderness is more dangerous 
the player is likely to come across enemies which can cause a slight problem. Red Dead Redemption 
includes a campfire mechanic which allows the player to set up a campfire in the wild and save their 
game. Undead Nightmare does not have this luxury. There is no campfire mechanic so the player 
cannot save their game when they’re out in the wild and I think this makes sense, it would seem 
strange if John Marston could just set up camp in the middle of the woods surrounded by zombies 
and easily survive the night. It also makes the game harder, restricting when the player can save 
means there’s always more at stake for the player, making every zombie encounter much more 
stressful.  

I predict that Snowrunner would encounter the same issues. We’re not changing the core mechanics 
of the game we’re just building on them with monsters. I think it would feel like you’re playing 
Snowrunner from a gameplay perspective but there’s a shift in tone which may affect how players 
play the game. Earlier I mentioned how Snowrunner isn’t scary because the player knows there’s 
nothing scary in the game but by adding just one monster or even telling the player there may be a 
monster in the woods is enough to change the player’s approach to the game. Similar to Undead 
Nightmare, Snowrunner would become a lot harder, the only thing stopping the player was 
themselves, it was up to them to navigate hazards but by throwing in monsters we add 
unpredictable elements that don’t require the player’s input to become a hazard. Snowrunner’s save 
system also works differently from other games and could make the game even harder, unlike most 
games, the player can save their game but cannot reload previous save files, meaning if they lose 
their cargo or their truck breaks down, the player can’t just reload a previous save state from before 
they broke down. The player has to rectify their mistakes. This save system could impact the game’s 
difficulty and raise tensions as the player knows their progress is at stake. 

To some up, I think Snowrunner as a horror game with monsters would still feel like Snowrunner 
maybe not the exact same experience, it would be tenser and harder but keeping the core 
mechanics the same and using these mechanics for interacting with monsters helps make the game 
feel familiar.  

 



Conclusion: 

I genuinely think this would make for an interesting spin on Snowrunner. I think the monsters tie in 
well with the mechanics of the game but perhaps I could have gone more into the supernatural 
realm like the Hitch-hiker Monster. There are a few areas I didn’t talk about like how the big 
monsters would affect the player’s camera angle, how areas of the environment would probably 
have to change to look like they’ve been affected by monsters or the exact health system and 
locations of the monsters. Ultimately, I’m going to try and include a lot more artwork and diagrams 
as it definitely helps illustrate certain points. One last point I didn’t mention was who is the 
audience? Horror games and simulation games are both very niche genres, while they have both 
grown in popularity and will always be a part of video games, they can only grow so big and the 
newly designed Snowrunner, a.k.a. Deadrunner or Monster Runner is somewhere in between the 
two genres. This game could appeal to both audiences with its simulation-style gameplay based in a 
horrifying fictional world or maybe it appeals to no one, the horror elements might not sit well with 
the simulation players and the simulation gameplay might be too slow for the horror fanatics. 

If you have any monster ideas, objectives or other games that would make an interesting spin-off let 
me know and for now, thank you for reading and goodbye. 

 


